GUINEA-PIG++ is a newly developed object-oriented version of the Linear Collider beam-beam simulation program GUINEA-PIG. The main goals of this project are to provide an reliable, modular, documented and versatile framework enabling convenient implementation of new features and functionalities.
INTRODUCTION
GUINEA-PIG++ (GP++) is a new developed objectoriented version of the beam-beam interation simulation C code GUINEA-PIG (GP) [1] . This tool is used by a large part of the linear collider community, since it offers a high modelisation level of electromagnetic and quantum phenoma occuring during a e − beam-e + beam collision [2] . It provides beam particle distributions after interaction as well as background (beamstrahlung, pair production, hadrons, Compton scattering...) and luminosity spectra, for which purely analytical treatment does not exist. To facilitate the implementation of new features and code extensions, GP was converted in C++, GP++, since object oriented programming offers many advantages. An object is an instantiation of a specifying class. It combines data with functions (methods) accessing the data or modifying it. All classes are organized in a class hierarchy (by inheritance), enabling the use of common code. Such a structuring leads to more flexibility and extensibility. In fact, the data being local rather than global, code evolution becomes easier. Moreover, new objects and their behavior can be defined as incremental modifications and extensions of existing objects. Finally, the code is written in terms of similarities more than differences, this allows the separation of general structures from specific implementations (abstraction).
DESCRIPTION OF GP++ VERSION
Starting from the GP C version, the original algorithms are first kept. The structures existing in the GP C version become classes in the C++ one, so that most of the "static" data are put into objects, getting local to classes. Thereby, * rimbault@lal.in2p3.fr it becomes easier to control their scope and their management. So done, it should be possible to reconsider some class structuring or algorithms to improve the code efficiency. The GP++ code is managed using the configuration management tool CMT, first developed at LAL-Orsay [3] and designed to formalize sofware production around a package-oriented principle. The environment provides conventions (to name and address packages, files and directories) and tools to automate so far as possible the implementation of these conventions. It allows to describe the configuration requirements and to infer automatically the effective set of configuration parameters needed to build or run the packages. The management of the code environment is thus very secure. The versioning, updating and releasing of GP++ are achieved with the collaborating version manager SVN [4], succeeding to CVS. It provides up-to-date tools derivated from the long experience of CVS. The main feature of SVN is to enable a good tracking of all operations made by all developers, offering a web interface and a clever visualization of the differences between any given revisions. GP++ is developed and distributed using the web software collaborating development tool TRAC [5] . Recoding GP from C to C++ had no consequences on CPU time and an improvement of performances should be obtained reorganising and modifying some algorithms. This was tested measuring speed of execution of GP and GP++ running on a Darwin computer architecture. As an illustration, the amount of CPU time spent for varying numbers of particles is shown in The GP++ was validated testing several variables, as the luminosity, the beam particle distributions, the angular variables displayed in figure 1 , the background spectra, like
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NEW FEATURES
GP++ offers new running features. The original random number generator assumed a 32-bits computer. In GP++, a new algorithm, Haynes'algorithm [6] , is added in order to enable the code to run on 64-bit computers and the convenient random generator is checked before the computation. In addition, a new keyword rndm seed allows to choose a specified seed for the random generation, this is particularly useful to generate simultaneous runs requiring different random sequences. This new option was tested running GP++ on the LCG-EGEE [7] GRID under ILC Virtual Organisation to produce high statistic GP++ files [8] . Physics simulation is also improved, with the possibility to apply beam-beam space charge effects on a sample of Bhabha events, using dedicated code to generate the input file. This developement is detailed in [9, 10] and was used to studied the impact of beam-beam effects on luminosity measurement at the ILC.
PERFORMANCE OPTIMISATION
Since beam-beam interaction simulation is often used in a full accelerator simulation, for example to study bunch stability or feedback procedures, it is important to optimise the computation time. In the simulation, the beam particles are replaced by typically 20000-500000 macroparticles. The beams are cut longitudinally into slices, each slice of one beam interacting with each slice of the other beam. Slices are transversally cut into cells, and the charge of the macro-particles is distributed onto this grid according to their position. Then the potentials on the grid points are evaluated and from the forces on the particles. This computation is the most time consuming operation (as long as background computations are not involved). To integrate the field equations, it is important to use the discrete Fourier Transform option, provided by the Fastest Fourier Transform in the West (FFTW) library (the computation time is then reduced about a factor four compared to the lo- 
FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS
Abstract Input/Output (I/O) interface enables to change the program design. Abstract classes are an appropriate way to allow user's application to plug any I/O formats as well as graphical interfaces. GP++ currently operates with ASCII format. For future intensive ILC simulations, other formats could be considered, like for example HDF5 [13] which is a general purpose library and file format for scientific data storing. The specifications of the grid used to compute the beambeam interaction are defined by the user. One needs to enter consistent dimensions and numbers of cells, according to the beam-beam configuration. For some particular cases (large offsets, large disruption...), it can be difficult to find an appropriate grid parameter computing set. For this reason, automatic consistency checks and adjustments of internal computational grid parameters are under study. Concerning the physics, implementation in GP++ of the spin depolarization is the next main development.
DOCUMENTATION
All informations concerning GP++ can be found from this address: https://trac.lal.in2p3.fr/GuineaPig. This web site consists of, among other things:
• a wiki page containing all informations, documentations and links for downloading the code.
• An interface for browsing the SVN repository allowing one to access to all the versions of the code stored in the SVN repository.
• A ticket management system.
The ticket management system provides an efficient tool for bug reporting or suggesting improvements and developments.
